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Large Print Best-sellers/Best-selling Authors — Fiction 
Ahern, Cecilia               The Gift 
Lou Suffern’s successful career demands he be in two places at one time, and neither of those is with his 
devoted wife and children. One frigid morning Lou meets a homeless man named Gabe and buys him a 
cup of coffee, then gives him a job — a random act of kindness that surprises Lou most of all. Soon Gabe 
is meddling uncomfortably in Lou’s life, popping up at the most inopportune times. With Lou’s personal and 
professional fates at important crossroads, and Christmas looming, Gabe resorts to some unorthodox 
methods to show his stubborn patron what truly matters and how precious the gift of time is. Can he help 
him fix what’s broken before it’s too late? 

 
Bohjalian, Chris          The Night Strangers 
In a dusty corner of a basement in a rambling Victorian house in northern New Hampshire, a door has long 
been sealed shut with 39 six-inch-long carriage bolts. The home's new owners, Chip and Emily Linton and 
their twin 10-year-old daughters, hope to rebuild their lives there after unspeakable tragedy. Chip, an airline 
pilot, had to ditch his 70-seat regional jet in Lake Champlain after double engine failure, and most of the 
passengers died on impact or drowned. The body count was 39. It’s a coincidence not lost on Chip when 
he discovers the number of bolts in his basement door. Meanwhile, Emily finds herself wondering about the 
witch-like group of herbalist women in their sparsely populated White Mountain village. Are the women 
mad? Or is it her husband whose grip on sanity has become desperately tenuous? This story of a haunted 
man in a haunted house is a poignant and powerful ghost story about how long it takes to recover from 
great pain, and how people who have never experienced such grief fail to understand. 

 
Brown, Sandra                  Lethal 
When her four year old daughter informs her a sick man is in their yard, Honor Gillette rushes out to help 
him. But that "sick" man turns out to be an injured and bloody Lee Coburn, the fugitive accused of 
murdering seven people the night before. Desperate and armed, he promises Honor that she and her 
daughter won't be hurt as long as she does everything he asks. Lee takes Honor hostage, but only 
because she may have the key to solving an even bigger puzzle: the identity of the Bookkeeper, a criminal 
mastermind with power over local law enforcement and government. According to Coburn, Honor's 
husband, Eddie, who died in an accident two years earlier, may have had information about the malicious 
Bookkeeper. When it becomes apparent that the mass murders and Eddie's death might be connected, 
trying to prove the link could cost Lee and Honor their lives. From FBI offices in Washington, D.C., to a 
rundown shrimp boat in coastal Louisiana, Coburn and Honor run from the very people sworn to protect 
them, and unravel a web of corruption and depravity that threatens not only them, but the fabric of society. 

 
Cussler, Clive                Lost Empire 
Scuba diving off the coast of East Africa, husband-and-wife treasure-hunters Sam and Remi Fargo, 
discover a bell, covered in cryptic carvings, from a long-lost Confederate warship. While they struggle to 
decode the clues found on the bell, a sinister faction is shadowing them. This group will kill to keep the 
secret hidden, as its discovery would result in a rewrite of the history books. 

 
Dekker, Ted & Lee, Tosca                 Forbidden 
In the distant future, a dystopian world is ruled by The Order that controls humanity by genetically removing 
all emotions but fear. When young Rom Elias receives a cryptic message written on animal skin and a vial 
of blood from a man who seems to know a lot about his father's death, he risks everything to escape the 
Order and find out what the vellum and vial mean. He learns he must convince friends and family to drink 
from the vial in order to feel human emotion again. This sets off a chain of events that will pit love and self-
sacrifice against the dark emotions of hatred and greed. This tale of dark desires and staggering stakes 
peels back the layers of the heart as it explores the roles of emotion and logic that drive human existence. 
 
 



Deveraux, Jude               Heartwishes 
Gemma Ranford wants the job cataloging the documents of one of Edilean, Virginia’s oldest families, the 
Fraziers, so much that she is ready to do battle to get it. Fascinated with history, and desperately trying to 
finish her dissertation, she's hoping that the papers will yield new information to invigorate her research. 
She didn’t expect to find references to the Heartwishes Stone, a magical talisman believed by most to be 
pure legend, said to grant wishes to anyone named Frazier. As Gemma begins falling in love with the 
eldest son, Colin, it becomes increasingly clear they must work together to find the stone that's been 
missing for over 100 years. With an international thief also on the hunt, the clock is ticking, because if the 
family talisman falls in the wrong hands, no one named Frazier will ever be safe. 
 

Evanovich, Janet           Explosive Eighteen 
Before bounty hunter Stephanie Plum can even step foot off Flight 127 Hawaii to Newark, she’s knee deep 
in trouble. Her dream vacation turned into a nightmare, and she’s flying back to New Jersey solo. Worse 
still, her seatmate never returned to the plane after the L.A. layover. Now he’s dead, in a garbage can, 
waiting for curbside pickup. His killer could be anyone, and a ragtag collection of thugs, psychos, and the 
FBI, are all looking for a photograph the dead man was supposed to be carrying. Only one other person 
has seen the missing photo — Stephanie Plum. Now she’s the target, and doesn’t intend to end up in a 
garbage can. Meanwhile, at the bail bonds agency things are going from bad to worse. The bonds bus 
serving as Vinnie’s temporary HQ goes up in smoke. Stephanie’s wheelman, Lula, falls in love with their 
largest skip yet. And everyone wants to know what happened in Hawaii? 

 
Finder, Joseph           Buried Secrets 
When Alexa Marcus, the teenage daughter of a billionaire hedge fund titan, is kidnapped, it’s up to family 
friend Nick Heller, a former intelligence operative, to find her. Alexa has been buried alive with a videocam 
streaming her terror live over the Internet night and day. The question is who are her ruthless captors, and 
why is there no ransom request? With the help of his ex, FBI Special Agent Diana Madigan, Nick must 
penetrate layers of deception to hunt down Alexa’s abductors. He will destroy anyone who gets in his way 
even Alexa’s own father, who refuses to reveal the one secret that will save his daughter’s life.  
 
Francis, Dick & Felix           Crossfire 
Shell-shocked after losing a foot during his tour in Afghanistan, Captain Tom Forsyth returns to his 
estranged mother's house. The first lady of British racing, his mother has always put horses first and family 
last. But now she's being blackmailed for a hefty sum every week and being forced to make her horses 
lose. Using skills honed in the military, Tom sets out to find and defeat her hidden enemy before his 
mother's reputation is ruined, and he ends up back in the crossfire. 

 
Grisham, John             The Litigators 
Behind the fancy "Finley & Figg" sign in southwest Chicago are two middle-aged lawyers just getting by. 
Oscar Finley and Wally Figg qualify as ambulance chasers, specializing in DUIs, hapless shoplifting 
defendants, and no-fault divorce cases. While they're wading through yet another mundane day of paper-
pushing, everything changes. The arrival of burned out fast-track attorney David Zinc to the firm takes their 
pick-up game to a whole new level. Before long, they are grappling with a real legal case, one that involves 
a $25 billion pharmaceutical corporation and a slam-dunk class action suit with infinite possibilities. What 
Finley and Figg don't yet realize is that their road to riches will pit them against a legal team not 
accustomed to losing. This tremendously entertaining romp is filled with the kind of courtroom strategies, 
theatrics, and suspense that have made Grisham a favorite storyteller. 
 
Laurens, Stephanie             Viscount Breckenridge to the Rescue 
Determined to hunt down her very own hero who will sweep her off her feet and into wedded bliss, feisty 
Heather Cynster steps out of her safe world and boldly attends a racy soiree. But her promising hunt is 
ruined by the supremely interfering Viscount Breckenridge, who whisks her out of scandal and straight into 



danger. When a mysterious enemy seizes her, bundles her into a coach, and spirits her out of London, it’s 
up to the notorious Breckenridge to prove himself the hero she’s been searching for all along. 

 
Miller, Linda Lael             The Creed Legacy 
Rough-and-tumble rodeo cowboy Brody Creed likes life on the move. Until a chance encounter with his 
long-estranged twin brother brings him "home" for the first time in years. Suddenly Brody is in Creed 
territory. At 33, he's a restless bad boy among family with deep ties to the land and each other, even 
though a secret past haunts him as he tries to make plans for his future. Carolyn Simmons is looking for 
―Mr. Right‖ in Lonesome Bend. When she falls for gorgeous Brody Creed, he’s the opposite of everything 
she wants. Until lassoing his wild heart becomes everything both of them need. 

 
Mitchard, Jacquelyn          Second Nature 
Sicily Coyne was just 13 when her father was killed in a school fire that left her face disfigured. Twelve 
years later, young surgeon Eliza Cappadora, offers hope in the form of a revolutionary new surgery that 
may give Sicily back the grace and function she lost. Raised by a dynamic, tenacious aunt who taught her 
to lead a normal life, and engaged to a man who knew her long before the accident, Sicily rejects the offer. 
She knows who she is, and so do the people who love her. But when a secret about her fiancé surfaces 
that shatters her carefully constructed world, she calls off the wedding and agrees to the radical procedure 
in order to begin a new life. Her beauty restored virtually overnight, Sicily rushes toward life with open 
arms, seeking new experiences, adventures, and, most of all, love. She soon discovers that her new face 
carries with it risks that no one could have imagined. Confronting a moral and medical crisis that quickly 
becomes a matter of life and death, Sicily is surrounded by experts and her loving aunt, but the choice that 
will transform her future, for better or worse, is one she must make alone. 

 
Ondaatje, Michael                 The Cat’s Table 
In the early 1950s, an 11-year-old boy boards a ship bound for England. At mealtimes he is seated at the 
―cat’s table‖ — as far from the Captain’s Table as can be — with a ragtag group of ―insignificant‖ adults and 
two other boys, Cassius and Ramadhin. As the ship makes its way across the Indian Ocean, through the 
Suez Canal, into the Mediterranean, the boys tumble from one adventure to another, bursting all over the 
place like freed mercury. But there are other diversions as well: One man talks with them about jazz and 
women, another opens the door to the world of literature. The narrator’s elusive, beautiful cousin Emily 
becomes his confidante, allowing him to see himself ―with a distant eye‖ for the first time, and to feel the 
first stirring of desire. Another cat’s table denizen, the shadowy Miss Lasqueti, is perhaps more than what 
she seems. And very late every night, the boys spy on a shackled prisoner, his crime and his fate a 
galvanizing mystery that will haunt them forever.  As the narrative moves between the decks and holds of 
the ship and the boy’s adult years, it tells a spellbinding story — by turns poignant and electrifying — about 
the magical, often forbidden discoveries of childhood and the burdens of earned understanding.  
 
Patterson, James          Christmas Wedding 
The tree is decorated, the cookies are baked, and the packages are wrapped, but the biggest celebration 
this Christmas is Gaby Summerhill's wedding. Since her husband died three years ago, Gaby's four 
children have drifted apart, each consumed by the turbulence of their own lives. They haven't celebrated 
Christmas together since their father's death, but when Gaby announces that she's getting married — and 
that the groom will remain a secret until the wedding day — she may finally be able to bring them home for 
the holidays. But the wedding isn't Gaby's only surprise — she has one more gift for her children, and it 
could change all their lives forever. Patterson’s latest is a fresh look at family and the magic of the season. 

 
Patterson, James                Daniel X: Game Over 
When Daniel X discovers that a duo of evil extraterrestrials is plotting to control kids around the world 
through videogames, he's determined to take them both out of commission. This pair of wicked game 
masters wants to destroy the human race by turning brainwashed gamers into an unstoppable army of 



doom. Daniel will have no choice but to turn to the aliens' rebellious son who needs help to stand up to his 
malicious parents. But can Daniel trust the progeny of this treacherous twosome?  

 
Patterson, James          Kill Alex Cross 
When the U.S. President's son and daughter are abducted, Detective Alex Cross is one of the first on the 
scene. But someone very high-up is using the FBI, Secret Service, and CIA to keep him off the case and in 
the dark. Then, a deadly contagion in the water supply cripples half of the Capital, and Alex discovers that 
someone may be about to unleash the most devastating attack the United States has ever experienced. As 
his window for solving both crimes narrows, Alex makes a desperate decision that goes against everything 
he believes — one that may alter the fate of the entire country. 

 
Rollins, James                  Sandstorm 
An inexplicable explosion rocks the antiquities collection of a London museum, setting off alarms in 
clandestine organizations around the world. Lady Kara Kensington's family paid a high price in money and 
blood to found the gallery that now lies in ruins. Her search for answers is about to lead Kara; her friend 
Safia al-Maaz, the gallery's brilliant and beautiful curator; and their guide, the international adventurer 
Omaha Dunn, into a world they never dreamed actually existed: a lost city buried beneath the Arabian 
Desert. A covert government operative hunting a dangerous turncoat — his former partner — is being 
drawn there as well. But the many perils of a death-defying trek deep into the savage heart of the Arabian 
Peninsula pale before the nightmare to be unearthed at journey's end — an ageless power with force that 
can create a utopia — or tear down everything humankind has built over millennia of civilization. 

 
Sandford, John               Shock Wave 
The superstore chain PyeMart has its sights set on a small Minnesota river town, but two very angry 
groups want to stop it: local merchants, fearing for their businesses, and environmentalists, predicting 
ecological disaster. The protests don't seem to be slowing the project, though, until someone decides to 
take matters into his own hands. The first bomb goes off on the top floor of PyeMart's headquarters. The 
second one explodes at the construction site itself. The blasts are meant to inflict maximum damage —   
and they do. Who's behind the bombs, and how far will they go? It's Minnesota Bureau of Criminal 
Apprehension agent Virgil Flowers's job to find out. Given the number of locals hostile to the company, 
Virgil has no shortage of possible suspects, and the ante rises as more bombs are detonated. Coupling a 
thoroughly modern investigative approach with old-fashioned logical deduction, Virgil navigates the 
rhythms and personalities of the small town to narrow in on his target.  

 
Smith, Haywood               Wife-in-Law 
Neighbors Betsy Callison and Kat Ellis were oil and water when they met in the Atlanta suburbs in the mid-
'70s.  Betsy was a prim, neat freak, Republican wife, and Kat was a wild, irreverent, hippie Democrat. 
Together they forged common ground, raised their kids, and created a bond that lasts for decades. Until … 
Betsy's husband leaves her for his secretary, then comes sniffing back two years later and convinces 
newly widowed Kat to marry him! Not that Betsy wants him back, but it’s hard to move on when the 
newlyweds are flaunting their love right across the street. No one knows philandering Greg better than his 
ex-wife Betsy. Can Betsy get involved in her best friend's marriage — even if it means helping her ―wife-in-
law‖ figure out the same man she shared a bed with for 30 years? In this southern charmer with heart, 
there's never a doubt the sassy gals will outlive and outsmart all the one-dimensional men in their lives. 

 
Sparks, Nicholas          The Best of Me 
In the spring of 1984, high school students Amanda Collier and Dawson Cole fell deeply, irrevocably in 
love. Though they were from opposite sides of the tracks, their love for one another seemed to defy the 
realities of life in the small town of Oriental, North Carolina. As the summer of their senior year came to a 
close, events would tear the young couple apart, setting them on radically divergent paths. Now, 25 years 
later, Amanda and Dawson are summoned back to Oriental for the funeral of Tuck Hostetler, the mentor 



who once gave shelter to their romance. Neither has lived the life they imagined, and neither can forget the 
passionate first love that forever changed their lives. As Amanda and Dawson carry out the instructions 
Tuck left behind for them, they realize everything they thought they knew — about Tuck, about themselves, 
and about the dreams they held dear — was not as it seemed. Forced to confront painful memories, the 
two former lovers will discover undeniable truths about the choices they have made. And in the course of a 
single, searing weekend, they will ask of the living, and the dead: Can love truly rewrite the past? 

 
Steel, Danielle                  Hotel Vendome 
The hotel was old, and run-down, but to Swiss-born Hugues Martin, a young, ambitious hotelier trained in 
the most illustrious European traditions, it was a rough diamond, tucked away on a quiet, perfectly situated 
Manhattan street. After begging and borrowing every penny he can, Hugues purchases the building — and 
transforms it into one of the world’s finest luxury hotels. Under his tireless supervision, the Hotel Vendôme 
is soon renowned for its elegance, efficiency, and unparalleled service and discretion — the ideal refuge 
for the rich and famous, as well as a perfect home for Hugues’s beautiful young wife and their daughter. 
When his wife runs off with a notorious rock star, Hugues is suddenly a single parent to four-year-old 
Heloise. As the years pass, Hugues and the hotel are the center of Heloise’s life. She grows up happily 
amid a milieu of celebrities, socialites, politicians, world travelers, and the countless hotel employees who 
all adore her, and wishes to follow in her father’s footsteps. But their little world is transformed forever 
when Heloise moves to France for hotel school and Hugues meets his match in Natalie Peterson, a woman 
who understands him and his love for the Vendôme. Is there room in their lives for Natalie, or will her 
intrusion ruin their special bond? This is a novel about second chances and learning to trust again. 
 
Todd, Charles             A Bitter Truth 
When World War I battlefield nurse Bess Crawford returns from France for a well-earned Christmas leave, 
she finds a bruised and shivering woman huddled in the doorway of her London residence. The woman 
has nowhere to turn, and propelled by a firm sense of duty, Bess takes her in. Once inside Bess’s flat, the 
woman reveals that a quarrel with her husband erupted into violence, yet she wants to return home — if 
Bess will go with her to Sussex. Realizing that the woman is suffering from a concussion, Bess gives up a 
few precious days of leave to travel with her, but soon discovers this is a good deed with unforeseeable 
consequences. What Bess finds at Vixen Hill is a house of mourning. The woman’s family has gathered for 
a memorial service for the elder son, who died of war wounds. Her husband, home on compassionate 
leave, is tormented by jealousy and his own guilty conscience. Then, when a troubled houseguest is found 
dead, Bess herself becomes a prime suspect in the case. This murder will lead her to a dangerous quest in 
war-torn France, and a startling revelation that puts her in jeopardy before a vicious killer can be exposed. 

 
Toyne, Simon              Sanctus 
This first in a projected trilogy is a thriller in the Dan Brown tradition. An ancient sect of monks who live in 
the Citadel, a church carved out of a mountain near the Turkish city of Ruin, have been protecting a secret, 
'the Sacrament,' since before the Christian era. A monk who knows the secret, Brother Samuel, escapes 
from the Citadel and throws himself off the mountain in full view of spectators and news crews. Later, 
American newspaper reporter Liv Adamsen learns her phone number, carved into a small leather strap, 
has been found inside Samuel's stomach. The monk turns out to be her brother, whom she hasn't seen in 
years, so Liv travels to Ruin to try to solve the puzzle of his mysterious death. But the deadly monks will 
stop at nothing to thwart her efforts to discover the Sacrament's secret. The certainties of the modern world 
are about to be blown apart by a 3,000-year-old conspiracy nurtured by blood and lies. 
 

Weiner, Jennifer                Then Came You 
Jules Wildgren is a Princeton senior with a full scholarship and a family she’s ashamed to invite to Parents’ 
Weekend. Tall, blond, and outwardly identical to her prep-school-educated classmates, her plan is to take 
the 10 thousand dollars she’ll receive from donating her ―pedigree‖ eggs and try to save her father from 
addiction. Annie Barrow is a working-class mother of two who scrapes by on her husband’s single 
paycheck. After watching a TV show about surrogates, she thinks she’s found a way to recover a sense of 



purpose and bring in some extra cash. India Bishop believes she’s found her happy ending when she 
marries wealthy, older man, Marcus Croft, and decides a baby will seal the deal. When her attempts at 
pregnancy fail, she turns to technology, and Annie and Jules, to make her dreams come true. But each 
woman’s plans are thrown into disarray when Marcus suddenly dies, and his 23-year-old daughter Bettina 
is named guardian of the unborn child. As the baby’s due date draws near, these women  — with nothing 
and everything in common — discover what makes each a mother in her own right. This story interweaves 
themes of class and entitlement, surrogacy and donorship, parental rights and the measure of motherhood.  
 
White, Kate                    The Sixes 
Phoebe Hall’s Manhattan life has suddenly begun to unravel. Right after her long-term boyfriend breaks off 
their relationship, she’s falsely accused of plagiarizing her latest bestselling celebrity biography. Looking for 
a quiet place to put her life back together, Phoebe jumps at the offer to teach in a sleepy Pennsylvania 
town at a small private college run by her former boarding school friend, Glenda Johns. Behind the 
campus’s quiet cafés and leafy maple trees lies a great evil. When the body of a female student washes up 
on the banks of a nearby river, disturbing revelations begin to surface: accusations from coeds about 
abuses wrought by a secret society of girls on campus known as The Sixes. To help Glenda, Phoebe 
embarks on a search for clues that raises painful memories of her own boarding school days. When nasty 
pranks turn into deadly threats, Phoebe realizes she’s in the middle of a real-life nightmare, not knowing 
whom she can trust. Plunging deeper into danger with every step, Phoebe knows she’s close to unmasking 
a killer. But with truth comes a terrifying revelation: your darkest secrets can still be uncovered … and 
starting over may prove to be a crime punishable by death. 

 
Large Print — Nonfiction 
King Abdullah II of Jordan             Our Last Best Chance 
When a dying King Hussein shocked the world by picking his son rather than his brother, the longtime 
crown prince, to be the next king of Jordan, no one was more surprised than Abdullah, the young head of 
Special Operations, who discovered his life was in for a major upheaval. As a young prince, he went to 
boarding school in America and military academy in Britain and grew up believing he would be a soldier. 
Back home, he hunted down terrorists and modernized Jordan's Special Forces. Then, suddenly, he found 
himself king. Together with his wife, Queen Rania, he transformed what it meant to be a monarch, going 
undercover to escape the bubble of the court while she became the Muslim world's most passionate 
advocate of women's rights. In this exceptionally candid memoir, King Abdullah tackles the single toughest 
issue he faces head-on — how to solve the Israeli-Palestinian standoff — and reveals himself to be an 
invaluable intermediary between America and the Arab world. He writes about the impact of the Iraq war 
on the region and how best to tackle Iran's nuclear ambitions. King Abdullah believes the world has been 
primed to face this moment of truth: a last chance for peace in the Middle East. 

 
Baer, Robert & Dayna           The Company We Keep 
When Bob and Dayna met on a covert CIA mission in Sarajevo, it wasn't love at first sight. They were too 
jaded for that, both having suffered failed marriages and strained family relationships as a result of their 
unusual vocations. The spark between them and their affection for each other grew in spite of escalating 
danger on the job, and they realized it was time to leave ―the Company,‖ to somehow rediscover the 
people they’d once been. As worldly as both were, the couple didn’t realize that turning in their Agency I.D. 
cards would not be enough to put their covert past behind. Their clandestine relationships remained. Living 
as ―civilians‖ in conflict-ridden Beirut, they fielded assassination proposals, met with Arab sheiks, wily oil 
tycoons, terrorists, and assorted outlaws and came perilously close to dying. Simultaneously a trip deep 
down the intelligence rabbit hole — one that shows how the ―game‖ actually works, including the 
compromises it asks of those who play by its rules — and a portrait of two people trying to regain a normal 
life, this is a masterly depiction of the real world of shadows. 

 
 



Bath, Richard                           Behind Enemy Lines 
With three Military Crosses, three Croix de guerre, a Légion d’honneur, and a papal knighthood for  his 
heroics during the Second World War, Sir Tommy Macpherson is the most decorated living soldier of the 
British Army. Yet for 65 years the Highlander's story has remained untold. Few know how, aged 21, he 
persuaded 23 thousand SS soldiers of the feared Das Reich tank column to surrender, or how Tommy 
almost single-handedly stopped Tito's Yugoslavia annexing the whole of northeast Italy. Still a schoolboy 
when war broke out, Tommy quickly matured into a legendary commando. Twice captured, he escaped 
both times, marching through hundreds of miles of German-held territory to get home. With a diverse cast 
of characters, including Winston Churchill, Field Marshal Montgomery, and Charles de Gaulle, this is an 
astonishing story of how an ordinary boy came to achieve truly extraordinary feats. 

 
Belafonte, Harry            My Song 
Harry Belafonte's breakthrough 1956 album Calypso became the first to sell a million copies, but his career 
as a recording star is the least interesting part of this extraordinary memoir. Here, he recounts a life that 
began in Harlem with an alcoholic, abusive father. Restless and alienated, he spent part of his early life in 
Jamaica, and then joined the U.S. Navy during World War II. He was a lowly janitor when he received the 
gift that changed his life: a free ticket to the Theater of Harlem. That single performance convinced him to 
become an actor. He enrolled in acting school, with fellow classmates including his soon-to-be close 
friends Sidney Poitier and Marlon Brando; and others including Walter Matthau and Tony Curtis. This 
memoir recounts Belafonte's friendships with Paul Robeson and Martin Luther King, Jr., and his deep 
commitment to activism. 

 
Brokaw, Tom               The Time of Our Lives 
Brokaw weaves together inspiring stories of Americans who are making a difference and personal stories 
from his own family history, to engage readers in a conversation about how we can revitalize the promise 
of the American Dream. Inviting us to foster a rebirth of family, community, and civic engagement as 
profound as the one that won World War II, built our postwar prosperity, and ushered in the Civil Rights 
era, Brokaw traces the exciting, unnerving changes in modern life — in values, education, public service, 
housing, the Internet, and more — that have transformed our society in the decades since the age of thrift 
in which he was raised. Brokaw gives us, a wise and wide-ranging book, and a nourishing vision of 
hopefulness in an age of diminished expectations. 
 

Calabrese, Frank Jr.         Operation Family Secrets 
In 2007, prosecutors scored a huge coup in sentencing several key, organized Chicago crime mobsters to 
long sentences for racketeering and numerous old murders. Improbably, the process began when 
imprisoned Frank Calabrese Jr. contacted the FBI, wishing to cooperate in order to prevent his also-jailed 
father's return to his crooked ways. Both Calabreses had pled guilty to federal racketeering charges in 
1997. Amazingly, the younger Calabrese recorded conversations with his father while they were in prison, 
and the surveillance provided the core of the prosecution's case. This is the chilling true account of how the 
son of the most violent mobster in Chicago made the unprecedented decision to work with the U.S. 
Attorney’s Office to incriminate his own father and to help bring down the last great American crime 
syndicate — the 100 year-old Chicago Outfit. 
 

Cannon, Dyan                   Dear Cary 
When Cannon met screen legend Grant, he was the ultimate star, defining Hollywood glamour and 
cinematic achievement. She was a bright new actress, yet to prove her talent. On his arm, she found 
herself traveling in the inner circles of power in which Cary was king, with friends such as Jimmy Stewart, 
Frank Sinatra, Audrey Hepburn, and many others considered Hollywood royalty. Behind closed doors, she 
discovered a Cary no one knew: a thoughtful, private person with dark family secrets that weighed heavily 
on him. Despite the age difference, they fell in love, got married, and had a daughter. Lasting happiness, 
however, proved elusive, and their relationship took a tremendous toll on Dyan as she struggled to keep 
her heart and mind intact. With rare photos and never-before-seen letters from Grant, their story is told with 



hard-won wisdom. For anyone who has ever loved and lost, Cannon’s memoir is an exploration of what 
love means, and an inspirational story of surviving life’s greatest heartbreaks. 

 
Carr, Howie                Hitman 
Between 1965 and 1982, Johnny Martorano murdered 20 people, most at the behest of famed Boston 
crime boss James 'Whitey' Bulger. In his latest, Boston talk radio host Carr carefully traces Martorano's life, 
from his middle-class upbringing in Somerville, Mass. to his eventual deal with the FBI. Before Bulger, who 
became one of the FBI's Ten Most Wanted before he was arrested in southern California in June, 2011, 
Martorano worked independently, with ties to both Irish gangs and Boston's Italian organized crime. Carr 
juxtaposes his research with excerpts from his own interviews with Martorano and snippets of testimony 
from the trial of corrupt ex-FBI agent John 'Zip' Connelly who aided Bulger. Forthright about the murders he 
committed (his deal with the FBI resulted in a 12-year sentence), Martorano justifies the hits as protecting 
his friends' best interests. Ironically, when he finds out that Bulger has been a FBI informant for over 30 
years, this strict adherence to loyalty compels him to testify. Carr leaves no criminal tie unexamined, but 
the sheer number of unsavory characters in Boston threatens to overwhelm the reader. 

 
Collier, Marsha          Facebook & Twitter for Seniors for Dummies 
People over 55 were the fastest-growing user group on Facebook in the first half of 2009, and they’re 
flocking to Twitter at a faster rate than their under-20 grandchildren. From basic information about 
establishing an Internet connection to rediscovering old friends, sharing messages and photos, and 
keeping in touch instantly with Twitter, this book helps seniors jump right into social media. In plain-English, 
this guide explains how to get online, set up a Facebook profile, locate friends, post public and private 
messages, share photos, create events, read restaurant reviews, follow local businesses and friends on 
Twitter, create a blog, play games, protect your privacy, and more. 
 
Cutler, Karan Davis          Herb Gardening for Dummies 
This friendly, hands-on guide is an excellent introduction to the world of herb gardening. It gives you tips 
and advice to grow a thriving garden that will add depth and flavor to home-cooked meals. It covers: How 
to choose, plant, and care for herbs. Ready-made versus homemade soil mixes, starting plants from 
seeds, and how to prevent insects, pests, and diseases from invading your containers. It also lists over 30 
herb recipes for everyday uses, including rubs, marinades, beauty products, and more. 
 

Didion, Joan                Blue Nights 
In this evocative sequel to her 2005 National Book Award winning memoir ―The Year of Magical Thinking,‖ 
Didion reflects on her daughter's short life, her own imperfect parenting, and the sudden illuminations that 
are gained by growing older. No stranger to loss, this moving memoir is a mother's conflicted effort to 
grapple with her grief through words. 

 
Eden, Barbara          Jeannie Out of the Bottle 
Eden’s memoir takes readers behind the scenes of ―I Dream of Jeannie,‖ as well as Barbara’s dozens of 
other stage, movie, and television performances. Follow her from the hungry years when she was a 
struggling studio contract player at 20th Century Fox through her stint as Johnny Carson’s sidekick to 
tangling on-screen and off with some of Hollywood’s most desirable leading men, including Elvis Presley, 
Clint Eastwood, Paul Newman, and Warren Beatty. This journey through her five decades in Hollywood is 
also an intimate and honest memoir of personal tragedy: a stillborn child with her first husband; a verbally 
abusive, drug-addicted second husband; the loss of her beloved mother; and the accidental heroin-induced 
death of her adult son. With candor and poignancy, Barbara reflects on the challenges she has faced, as 
well as the joys she has experienced, and how she has maintained her humor, optimism, and inimitable 
Jeannie magic throughout the roller-coaster ride of her truly memorable life. 

 
 



Eire, Carlos       Learning to Die in Miami: Confessions of a Refugee Boy 
Born in Havana in 1950, Carlos Eire left his homeland as one of 14 thousand unaccompanied children 
airlifted out of Cuba by Operation Pedro Pan. His 2003 National Book Award–winning memoir ―Waiting for 
Snow in Havana,‖ narrated his coming of age in Cuba just before and during the Castro revolution. That 
book literally ends in midair as 11-year-old Carlos and his older brother leave on an airplane to begin their 
new life in Miami in 1962. It would be years before he would see his mother again, and he would never 
again see his beloved father. This sequel opens as the plane lands and Carlos faces, with trepidation and 
excitement, his new life. He quickly realizes that in order for his new American self to emerge, his Cuban 
self must ―die.‖ And so, with great enterprise and purpose, he begins his journey. Follow Carlos as he 
adjusts to life in his new home. Faced with learning English, attending American schools, and an uncertain 
future, young Carlos confronts the age-old immigrant’s plight: being surrounded by American bounty, but 
not able to partake right away. As Carlos comes to grips with his strange surroundings, he must also 
struggle with everyday issues of growing up. His constant movement between foster homes and the 
eventual realization that his parents are far away bring on an acute awareness that his life has irrevocably 
changed. Flashing back and forth between past and future, Carlos recalls how he balanced the divide and 
finds his way in this strange new world. An exorcism and an ode, this is a celebration of renewal — of 
those times when we’re certain we have died and then are somehow, miraculously, reborn. 

 
Eisenberg, Jeff             The Bed Bug Survival Guide 
Eisenberg and his NYC-based company Pest Away have successfully treated more than 100 thousand 
spaces for bed bugs over the past 15 years. In this guide he shares his best strategies, advice and tips for 
treating and preventing an infestation. With Eisenberg's advice, readers can lower their risk by up to 60%. 
Or if they have them, they can be sure they are using the right method to get rid of them. The book is 
divided into 10 user-friendly chapters that cover: Prevention — what to do immediately, daily, weekly, and 
monthly. Travel — the 5 biggest mistakes made during hotel stays. And, Life — avoiding bed bugs in 
unexpected places like the gym, the mall, the movie theater, and on airplanes.  

 
Foer, Joshua               Moonwalking with Einstein 
Foer's unlikely journey from chronically forgetful science journalist to U.S. Memory Champion frames an 
exploration of the vast, impact of memory on every aspect of our lives. On average, people squander 40 
days annually compensating for things they've forgotten. Foer used to be one of those, but after a year of 
memory training, he found himself in the finals of the U.S. Memory Championship. Even more important, 
Foer found: In every way that matters, we are the sum of our memories. Under the tutelage of top "mental 
athletes," he learns ancient techniques once employed by Cicero to memorize his speeches and by 
medieval scholars to memorize entire books. Immersing himself obsessively in a quirky subculture of 
competitive memorizers, he learns to apply techniques that call on imagination and determination and 
discovers we can all dramatically improve our memories. In San Diego, he meets an affable old man with 
one of the most severe case of amnesia on record and learns that memory is at once more elusive and 
more reliable than we might think. In Salt Lake City, he swaps secrets with a savant who claims to have 
memorized more than 9,000 books. At a high school in the South Bronx, he finds a history teacher using 
25 hundred-year-old memory techniques to give his students an edge in the state Regents exam. At a time 
when electronic devices have all but rendered our individual memories obsolete, Foer's bid to resurrect the 
art of remembering becomes an urgent quest that sparkles with humanity, humor and originality. 

 
Friedman, Thomas L.           That Used to be Us 
Reflecting on America's past greatness and its slipping position among global powers, Pulitzer-Prize 
winning columnist Friedman and foreign policy leader Mandelbaum warn against the United States' 
'dangerous complacency' in the face of increasingly complex global challenges. They repeat a question 
first posed by Bill Gates ('What was all that good stuff we had that other people copied?') and prescribe a 
set of sensible government practices for prosperity: invest in public education and infrastructure, foster 
immigration and scientific research, and set up effective financial regulation. They posit that American 
workers must approach the global marketplace with creativity in order to remain competitive. They also 



support reigning in the national debt and committing to the use of alternative energy sources. Broad 
ranging in its anecdotes and research, and hopeful in its patriotism, they look the challenges of the 21st 
century squarely in the eye. This is an important and timely contribution to an intensifying debate. 

 
Henderson, Florence             Life is not a Stage 
Henderson's depiction of the perfect mother of the perfect family as Carol Brady provided Americans a 
cultural icon, but her true upbringing in Indiana as 'a small child confronted by the unpleasant side of 
humanity,' devoid of affection, with an alcoholic father, an absent mother, and a home without running 
water or electricity, taught her not to be dependent on other people. Her musical talent shone on Broadway 
while working with Rodgers and Hammerstein, Noel Coward, and David Merrick. A natural on live 
television, Henderson broke new ground as 'the Today Show girl' and as the first woman to sub for Johnny 
Carson. She discusses raising her own family while on the Brady Bunch set; Robert Reed's troubles as a 
closeted gay man; warm friendships, and a date with Barry Williams, her Brady Bunch son. In this 
genuinely introspective narrative, Henderson reflects honestly on the darker side of her personal history. 
 
Jackson, Tracey             Between a Rock and a Hot Place 
As she approached her 50th birthday, Jackson found she was bombarded by a catchphrase on everyone's 
lips. "Fifty is the new thirty." To her it seemed the new aphorism had bloomed out of a collective sense of 
denial, masking the true fears of a generation unwilling to relinquish their youth. With a comedy 
screenwriter's eye for detail, Jackson skewers myth in this hilarious, bare-knuckled appraisal of what 
middle age really means today. Willing not only to face the elephant in the room, but to put him under a 
(large) microscope, Jackson confronts the truth about death, work, and sex in what the French call the 
"third age." Using poignant, laugh-out-loud stories from her life, she examines the changing roles of 
motherhood and wifehood; the necessity of planning a "career after your career"; the unvarnished reality of 
her aging body; and the generational shift in our perception of age. 
 

Keene, James                 In with the Devil 
Jimmy Keene enjoyed a sterling youth. His parents were pillars of the community. He was a football hero, 
and in early adulthood, he already owned several businesses. Much of his material success, however, was 
due to his sideline business as a drug dealer. When the law finally caught up to him, an especially vigorous 
prosecutor saw that he earned a 10-year prison term. A year later, that prosecutor presented a curious 
offer. He asked Keene to cozy up to a convicted murderer to find out where he had buried one of his 
victims and secure evidence. In exchange, Keene would be released from prison. As Keene eventually 
learned, that killer had more victims to his credit than anyone had yet realized, but getting any information 
was a challenge, not only because of the legal requirements but because the killer was cagey. His hatred 
of the prosecutor helped, and in time Keene was able to gain his trust, learning of his carefully thought-out 
methods and getting a solid confession out of him. This is Keene’s powerful tale of peril and redemption.  
 

King, Larry             Truth be Told 
On May 1st, 1957, the abrupt departure of a Miami radio announcer gave a young man named Larry 
Zeigner his break. From then, the Brooklyn-born man now known as Larry King began an astonishing 
media career that didn't pause until his retirement last December. In this new memoir, the star of CNN's 
most-watched and longest-running (1985-2010) show finally stops asking questions and begins answering 
them. Larry reflects on how much the world has changed around him over the course of his 50-year career, 
and he has a lot to say about everything: from marriage, politics, sports, entertainment, the justice system, 
broadcasting, and the American future. This is a candid look inside the monumental career of one of the 
most powerful and iconic talk-show hosts as he signs off from the legendary nightly television program. 

 
Klam, Julia          You Had Me at Woof 
Julie Klam was 30, working as a part-time clerk in an insurance company, and wondering if she would ever 
meet the man she could spend the rest of her life with. And then it happened. She met the irresistible Otto, 



her first in a long line of Boston terriers, and fell instantly in love. From Otto, Julie learned how to share her 
home, her heart, and her limited resources with another, and in the process, found an authentic friend. 
Over the years her brood has grown to one husband, one daughter, and several Boston terriers. Although 
she had much to learn — walks at 2 a.m., vet visits, behavior problems — she was surprised and delighted 
to find they had more wisdom to convey to her than she ever dreamed. Caring for them has made her a 
better person and opened her heart with "teachable moments" in trusting one's instincts, achieving 
balance, helping others, finding contentment, loving fiercely, and letting go. Unexpectedly poignant, this 
love story recounts the hidden pleasures and revelations of letting any dog go charging through your world.  

 
Kuhn, William                 Reading Jackie: Her Autobiography in Books 
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis never wrote a memoir, but she told her life story and revealed herself in 
intimate ways through the nearly 100 books she brought into print as an editor at Viking and Doubleday 
during the last two decades of her life. Many Americans regarded Jackie as the paragon of grace, but few 
knew her as the woman sitting on her office floor laying out illustrations, or flying to California to persuade 
Michael Jackson to write his autobiography. Biographer Kuhn has plumbed her editing career for insights, 
a fitting Rosetta Stone for decoding a woman afire with a lifelong love of reading, words, and books, and 
provides a behind-the-scenes look at Jackie at work: commissioning books and nurturing authors, helping 
to shape stories that spoke to her. Based on archives and interviews with her authors, colleagues, and 
friends, this reveals the serious and the mischievous woman beneath the glamorous public image.  

 
Lehrer, Jim         Tension City: Inside the Presidential Debates 
From the man widely hailed as ―the Dean of Moderators‖ comes a lively, revealing book that pulls back the 
curtain on more than 40 years of televised political debate in America. A veteran newsman who has 
presided over 11 presidential and vice-presidential debates, Lehrer gives readers a ringside seat for some 
of the epic political battles of our time, shedding light on all of the critical turning points and rhetorical faux 
pas that helped determine the outcome of America’s presidential elections — and with them the course of 
history. Drawing on his own experiences as ―the man in the middle seat,‖ in-depth interviews with the 
candidates, and transcripts of key exchanges, Lehrer isolates and illuminates what he calls the major 
moments and killer questions that defined the debates, from Kennedy-Nixon to Obama-McCain. 

 
Lemmon, Gayle Tzemach             The Dressmaker of Khair Khana 
The life Kamila Sidiqi had known changed overnight when the Taliban seized control of the city of Kabul. 
After receiving a teaching degree during the civil war — a rare achievement for any Afghan woman — 
Kamila was subsequently banned from school and confined to her home. When her father and brother 
were forced to flee the city, Kamila became the sole breadwinner for her five siblings. Armed only with grit 
and determination, she picked up a needle and thread and created a thriving business of her own. With an 
aplomb that her country's self-righteous conquerors could never emulate, Kamila became an industrious 
dressmaker and home-bound businesswomen who fed the family and nurtured her embattled neighbors. 
Former ABC News reporter Lemmon spent years on the ground reporting Kamila's story, and the result is 
an unusually intimate and unsanitized look at the daily lives of women in Afghanistan. These women are 
not victims; they are the glue that holds families together; they are the backbone and the heart of their 
nation.  This is a story of war, but it is also a lesson in tenacity and courage. 

 
Lithgow, John            Drama: an Actor’s Education 
Before Lithgow gained fame with the film ―The World According to Garp‖ and the television show ―3rd Rock 
from the Sun,‖ his early years were full of scenes both hilarious and bittersweet. A shrewd acting 
performance saved him from duty in Vietnam. His involvement with a Broadway costar brought an end to 
his early first marriage. The theater worlds of New York and London come alive as Lithgow relives his 
collaborations with renowned performers and directors, including Mike Nichols, Bob Fosse, and Meryl 
Streep. His ruminations on the nature of theater, film acting, and storytelling cut to the heart of why actors 
are driven to perform, and why people are driven to watch them do it. Lithgow’s memory is clear and his wit 



sharp, and much of the humor that runs this memoir comes at his own expense. But he also chronicles the 
harrowing moments of his past, reflecting with candor on friends made and lost, mistakes large and small, 
and the powerful love of a father who set him on the road to a life onstage.  

   
Malarkey, Kevin & Alex          The Boy who Came Back from Heaven 
In 2004, Kevin Malarkey and his six-year-old son, Alex, were in a car accident so horrific that emergency 
workers recommended calling the coroner to the scene for Alex. For the next two months, Alex lingered in 
a coma. When he finally awoke, what he revealed was amazing: He spoke of events at the accident scene 
and in the hospital while he was unconscious, and said he had spent time in Heaven. As you read of his 
astonishing revelations about what he experienced, you may be intrigued; you may be skeptical. And you 
may come away with new insights on miracles, life beyond this world, and the power of a father's love. 
 

Meyer, Joyce            Living beyond your Feelings 
The average person has 70,000 thoughts every day, and many of those thoughts trigger a corresponding 
emotion. In her latest, Meyer discusses: the 4 personality types and their influence on one's outlook, the 
impact of stress on physical and emotional health, the power of memories, the influence of words on 
emotions, and the power of replacing reactions with pro-actions. 
 
Mezrich, Ben                Sex on the Moon 
Thad Roberts, a fellow in a prestigious NASA program had an idea — a romantic, crazy, idea. He wanted 
to give his girlfriend the moon: Literally. So, Thad convinced her and another female accomplice to break 
into an impregnable laboratory at NASA — past security checkpoints, an electronically locked door with 
cipher security codes, and camera-lined hallways — to help him steal the most precious objects in the 
world: moon rocks. But what does one do with an item so valuable that it’s illegal even to own? And was 
Thad Roberts — undeniably gifted, picked for one of the most competitive scientific posts imaginable, a 
possible astronaut — really what he seemed? Mezrich has pored over thousands of pages of court 
records, FBI transcripts, and NASA documents and interviewed most of the participants in the crime to 
reconstruct this Ocean’s Eleven–style heist. This madcap story of genius, love, and duplicity chronicles the 
wasted genius of young people who were skyrocketing to the top only to tumble back to earth. 

 
Miller, James & Shales, Tom         Those Guys have all the Fun 
Bill Rasmussen would never have launched ESPN if a Connecticut hockey team hadn't fired him and his 
son. In fact, when it was first aired in 1979, ESP (it picked up the "N" only later) was a distinctly local affair. 
In time, it became a multi-billion dollar corporation and "the Worldwide Leader in Sports." This is the inside 
story of the small enterprise that became the media behemoth that changed the face of broadcasting and 
sports. To research this book, Miller and Shales conducted more than 500 interviews including many of the 
network’s personalities who have become global superstars to rival the sports icons they cover.  Here, they 
speak openly about the games, shows, scandals, gambling addictions, bitter rivalries, and sudden 
suspensions that make up the network's soaring and stormy history. The depth and breadth of the 
interviews make it not only the definitive account of ESPN's first three decades but one of the best books 
yet on how cable television has shaped American culture. 

 
O’Rourke, Meghan           The Long Goodbye 
What does it mean to mourn today, in a culture that has largely set aside rituals that acknowledge grief? 
After her mother died of cancer at the age of 55, O'Rourke found that nothing had prepared her for the 
intensity of her sorrow. In the first anguished days, she began to create a record of her interior life as a 
mourner, trying to capture the paradox of grief —its monumental agony and microscopic intimacies —an 
endeavor that ultimately bloomed into a profound look at how caring for her mother during her illness 
changed and strengthened their bond. O'Rourke's story is one of a life gone off the rails, of how watching 
her mother's illness and separating from her husband left her fundamentally altered. But it is also one of 
resilience, as she observes her family persevere even in the face of immeasurable loss. With lyricism and 



unswerving candor, her record conveys the fleeting moments of joy that make up a life, and the way 
memory can lead us out of the jagged darkness of loss. Effortlessly blending research and reflection, the 
personal and the universal, it is not only an exceptional memoir, but a necessary one. In this extraordinary 
memoir, the celebrated poet offers precious gifts to her readers. There is the gift of her profound insights 
into the experience of grief, and the diverse ways we struggle to reenter a world where joy is felt. But most 
of all, there is her gift of showing us how love prevails after even the most devastating loss. 

 
Osteen, Joel          Every Day a Friday: How to be Happier 7 Days a Week 
Known as a man who maintains a constant positive outlook in spite of circumstances, Pastor Osteen has 
described this message as a core theme of his ministry. Combining his personal experiences with 
scriptural insights and principles for true happiness, he shows readers how every day can hold the same 
promise and opportunities for pure joy that they experience at five o'clock on Friday. 

 
Robinson, Jeffrey       There’s a Sucker Born every Minute 
One in nine Americans will lose money as a victim of fraud. Government agencies suggest there could be 
up to $100 billion worth of fraud in this country in any given year. In this jaw-dropping exposé, the world of 
fraud is laid bare: from personal finance and investment schemes, to Internet scams and identity theft, to 
pyramid cons, and the infamous Nigerian advance fee frauds. Robinson gets inside the heads of the most 
notorious scam artists to uncover the psychological weapons they use to entice victims. He shows how to 
spot a scam and how to limit your exposure to fraudsters. 

 
Shawn, Allen                  Twin: a Memoir 
When Allen Shawn and his twin sister, Mary, were two, Mary began exhibiting signs of what would be 
diagnosed many years later as autism. At the age of eight, with almost no warning, her parents sent Mary 
to a residential treatment center; she never lived at home again. Fifty years later, as he probed the sources 
of his crippling anxieties, Shawn realized his fate was inextricably linked to his sister's and their natures 
were far from different. As he reflectively mined his life for clarity, Shawn acknowledges, Mary's 'sudden, 
virtually noiseless departure' resulted in a kind of 'survivor guilt.’ This memoir highlights the difficulties of 
American families coping with autism in the 1950s, and examines the family dramas as Shawn’s father, 
William, became editor of the New Yorker. Wrenching, honest, understated, and poetic, the heart of his 
book is about the mystery of being inextricably bonded to someone who can never be truly understood. 
 
Sankovitch, Nina           Tolstoy and the Purple Chair 
As a child, Sankovitch discovered that a trip to the local bookmobile was more exhilarating than a ride at 
the carnival. Books were the glue that held her immigrant family together. When Nina's eldest sister died of 
cancer at the age of 46, Nina turned to books for comfort, escape, and introspection. In her beloved purple 
chair, she rediscovered the magic of such writers as Morrison, Hawthorne, McEwan, Wharton, and, of 
course, Tolstoy. Through the connections Nina made with books and authors, her life changed profoundly 
in unexpected ways. Sankovitch’s soul-baring and literary-minded memoir is a chronicle of loss, hope, and 
redemption, and her journey illuminates the power of books to help us reclaim our lives. 

 
Suskind, Ron                 Confidence Men 
The hidden history of Wall Street and the White House comes down to a single, quintessentially American 
concept: confidence. Both centers of power, tapping brazen innovations over the past three decades, 
learned how to manufacture it, until August 2007, when that confidence finally began to crumble. Suskind 
illumines Wall Street found that straying from long-standing principles of transparency, accountability, and 
fair dealing opened a path to stunning profits. Obama’s determination to reverse that trend was essential to 
his ascendance, especially when Wall Street collapsed during the fall of an election year and the two 
candidates could audition for the presidency by responding to a national crisis. Commanding Washington, 
taming New York, and rescuing the economy was the first real management job of Obama’s presidential 
life. Though he himself with a team of seasoned players: Rahm Emanuel, Larry Summers, and Tim 



Geithner, as the nation’s crises deepened, Obama’s deputies often ignored the president’s decisions. Bitter 
disputes ruled the day. The result was an administration that found itself overtaken by events as, year to 
year, Obama struggled to grow into the world’s toughest job and, in desperation, take control of his own 
administration. Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Suskind introduces readers to an ensemble cast, from the 
titans of high finance to a new generation of reformers, from petulant congressmen and acerbic lobbyists to 
a tight circle of White House advisers and, ultimately, to the president himself, as you’ve never before seen 
him. Based on hundreds of interviews and filled with piercing insights and startling disclosures, this timely 
expose brings into focus the collusion and conflict between the nation’s two capitals—New York and 
Washington, one of private gain, the other of public purpose. 

 
Trout, Dr. Nick                 Ever by My Side 
NY Times bestselling author Nick Trout has captivated readers by taking them behind the scenes into the 
heartwarming — and sometimes heartrending — world of veterinary medicine. In his latest, Nick turns the 
lens inward to offer a funny, moving, and intimate memoir about how the pets he has had throughout his 
life have shaped him into the son, husband, father, and doctor he is today. Using his relationships with 
those beloved animals to tell his life story, Nick shares the profound lessons he’s learned about friendship, 
loyalty, and resilience. The result is a moving story that speaks not just to animal lovers, but to any reader 
who appreciates the bonds we have with our loved ones, be they animal or human.  

 
Vlasic, Bill                Once Upon a Car 
NY Times Detroit Bureau chief Bill Vlasic is an award-winning business reporter with more than 15 years of 
experience specializing in the automotive industry. Here, he delivers a devastating account of auto industry 
arrogance, ignorance, and tragedy. Brought down by unsustainable legacy costs, poor planning, and weak 
product, Detroit CEOs shocked the nation in November 2008 when they waltzed into Congress cap-in-
hand. Despite public opposition to more bail-outs, bankruptcy reorganization for GM and Chrysler wasn't 
far away. As Southern Senators protected foreign companies like Toyota that opened plants in their states, 
GM and Ford found themselves hampered by union contracts and federal regulations. Unable to compete 
with subsidized imports, they attempted to offset their auto sector losses with a disastrous plunge into 
mortgage finance services. This tale of an iconic industry in crisis is more than a big business drama and 
provides a rich, unvarnished portrait of how Detroit’s decline affected tens of thousands of workers and 
dozens of communities nationwide. It remains to be seen whether Vlasic's examination of mismanagement 
in this former economic bedrock proves to be a litmus case for the economy as whole. 

 
Vowell, Sarah               Unfamiliar Fishes 
Many think of 1776 as the defining year of American history: when we became a nation devoted to the 
pursuit of happiness through self-government. In her latest, eccentric historian Vowell argues that 1898 
might be a year just as defining. In a spasm of imperialism, the United States annexed Hawaii, Puerto 
Rico, and Guam, and invaded first Cuba, then the Philippines, becoming an international superpower 
practically overnight. Among the developments in these outposts of 1898, Vowell considers the 
Americanization of Hawaii the most intriguing. From the arrival of New England missionaries in 1820, 
whose goal was to Christianize the heathen, to the coup d'état of the missionaries' sons in 1893, which 
overthrew the Hawaiian queen, the events leading up to American annexation feature a cast of beguiling, 
and often appealing or tragic, characters: whalers who fired cannons at the Bible-thumpers denying them 
their ―God-given‖ right to visit island prostitutes, an incestuous princess pulled between her new god and 
her brother-husband, sugar barons, lepers, con men, Theodore Roosevelt, and the last Hawaiian queen, a 
songwriter whose sentimental ode "Aloha 'Oe" serenaded the first Hawaiian president of the United States 
during his 2009 inaugural parade. With her trademark smart-alecky insights and reporting, Vowell lights out 
to discover the off, emblematic, and exceptional history of the 50 th state, the place where ―Manifest 
Destiny― got a sunburn, and in so doing finds America, warts and all.  
 

 



Weir, Theresa               The Orchard 
This moving memoir tells the story of a street-smart city girl who must adapt to a new life on an apple farm 
after she falls in love with Adrian Curtis, the golden boy of a prominent family whose lives and orchards 
seem to be cursed. Married after only three months, Theresa finds life with Adrian on the farm far more 
difficult and dangerous than she expected. Rejected by her husband's family as an outsider, she slowly 
learns for herself about the isolated world of farming, pesticides, environmental destruction, and death, and 
falls more deeply in love with her husband, a man she at first hardly knew, and the land that had been in 
his family for generations. She becomes a reluctant player in their attempt to keep the codling moth from 
destroying the orchard, but she and Adrian eventually come to know that their efforts will not only fail but 
will ultimately take an irreparable toll. 

   
Large Print — Mystery/Suspense/Adventure 
Christie, Agatha   Five Little Pigs 
Christie, Agatha   The Big Four 
Christie, Agatha   They Do it with Mirrors 
Daheim, Mary   All the Pretty Hearses 
Devine, Frances   Miss Aggie Cries Murder 
Doiron, Paul   Trespasser 
Haines, Carolyn   Bones of a Feather 
Hamer, Bob   Targets Down 
Hamilton, Steve   Misery Bay 
Lupton, Rosamund  Sister 
Sandford, John   Storm Prey 
 
Large Print — General Fiction 
Carlson, Melody  River’s Song 
Hinton, Lynne   Pie Town 
Lawrenson, Deborah  The Lantern 
Schwartz, John Burnham Northwest Corner 
 
Large Print — Inspirational Fiction 
Alcorn, Randy   Courageous 
Austen, Lynn   Wonderland Creek 
Brunstetter, Wanda  The Healing  
Clark, Mindy Starns  The Amish Nanny 
Gabhart, Ann   The Blessed 
Gunn, Robin Jones  Canary Island 
Reid, Ruth    The Promise of an Angel 
Taylor, Diana   Martha: a Novel 
Walsh, Sheila   Sweet Sanctuary 
 
Large Print — Western Fiction 
Frazee, Steve   High Cage 
Johnstone, J.A.   Seven Days to Die 
L’Amour, Louis   Glory Riders 
Spearman, Frank  Laramie Holds the Range 



Large Print — Romance 
Dodd, Christina   Secrets of Bella Terra 
Eagle, Kathleen   Bad Moon Rising 
Kleypas, Lisa   Married by Morning 
Sands, Lynsay &  The Bite Before Christmas 
   Frost, Jeaniene 
Woods, Sherryl   Beach Lane 
Young, Karen   Lie for Me 
 
Regular Print — Fiction 
Adiga, Aravind  Last Man in Tower 
Albert, Susan Wittig Tale of Castle Cottage 
Andrews, V.C.  Cloudburst 
Archer, Jeffrey  Only Time Will Tell 
Baldacci, David  Zero Day 
Beaton, M.C.  As the Pig Turns 
Beck, Glenn   Snow Angel 
Black, Lisa   Defensive Wounds 
Blackstock, Terri  Shadow in Serenity 
Bohjalian, Chris  The Night Strangers 
Bowen, Rhis  Naughty in Nice 
Brandman, Michael Killing the Blues 
Brown, Rita Mae  Murder Unleashed 
Brown, Sandra  Lethal 
Buchanan, Edna  Dark and Lonely Place 
Burke, James  Feast Day of Fools 
Castle, Jayne  Canyons of Night 
Castle, Richard   Heat Rises 
Chiaverini, Jennifer The Wedding Quilt 
Child, Lee   Affair 
Coelho, Paulo  Aleph 
Coffey, Billy   Paper Angels 
Collins, Jackie  Goddess of Vengeance 
Connolly, John  Burning Soul 
Cornwell, Patricia  Red Mist 
Coulter, Catherine  Prince of Ravenscar 
Dekker, Ted   Forbidden 
Del Toro, Guillermo  Night Eternal 
Dorsey, Tim   When Elves Attack: a Joyous Christmas Greeting from the Criminal  
                              Nutbars of the Sunshine State 
Erickson, Carolly  Favored Queen: a Novel of Henry VIII’s Third Wife 
Eugenides, Jeffrey  Marriage Plot 
Evans, Richard Paul Lost December 
Feehan, Christine  Dark Predator 
Gingrich, Newt  Battle of the Crater 
Grafton, Sue  V is for Vengeance 
Graham, Heather  Angel for Christmas 
Grisham, John  The Litigators 
Hoffman, Alice  Dovekeepers 
Horowitz, Anthony  House of Silk 
Jensen, Nancy  The Sisters 



Jin, Ha   Nanjing Requiem 
Johansen, Iris  Bonnie 
Johnson, Denis  Train Dreams 
Jordan, Hillary  When She Woke 
King, Stephen  11/22/63: a Novel 
Kinkade, Thomas  Christmas Treasures 
Klosterman, Chuck Visible Man 
Lackey, Mercedes  Beauty and the Werewolf 
Larsen, Ward  Fly by Night 
Levine, Paul   Lassiter 
Lindsay, Jeffry  Double Dexter 
Lippman, Laura  Most Dangerous Thing 
Macomber, Debbie  1225 Christmas Tree Lane 
Macomber, Debbie  Eleven O Five Yakima Street 
Maguire, Gregory  Out of Oz 
Mallery, Susan  Only His 
Marx, Patricia  Starting from Happy 
Maryoe, Archer  Tag Man 
McCrumb, Sharyn  Ballad of Tom Dooley 
Miller, Linda Lael  Lawman’s Christmas 
Mills, Kyle   Robert Ludlum’s the Ares Decision 
Mitchard Jacquelyn Second Nature 
Morgenstern, Erin  Night Circus 
Neggers, Carla  Saint’s Gate 
Oates, Joyce Carol Corn Maiden and Other Nightmares 
Ondaatje, Michael  Cat’s Table 
Patterson, James  Kill Me if You Can 
Pelecanos, George Cut 
Penny, Louise  Trick of the Light 
Perry, Anne   Christmas Homecoming 
Poyer, David  Towers: a Dan Lenson novel of 9/11 
Rendell, Ruth  The Vault 
Roberts, Nora  Next Always 
Roby, Kimberla Lawson Secret Obsession 
Rosenberg, Joel  The Tehran Initiative 
Rozan, S.J.   Ghost Hero 
Sandford, John  Shock Wave 
Saramago, Jose  Cain 
Smith, Haywood  Wife-in-Law 
Sparks, Nicholas  The Best of Me 
Steel, Danielle  Hotel Vendôme 
Todd, Charles  Bitter Truth 
Vanliere, Donna  Christmas Note 
Weber, David  How Firm a Foundation 
Wolff, Isabel   Very Picture of You 
Woods, Sherryl  O’Brien Family Christmas 
Woods, Stuart  Son of Stone 

 
Regular Print — Non-Fiction 
Agatston, Arthur  South Beach Wake-Up Call: 7 Simple Strategies for Age-Reversing, Life- 

   Saving Weight Loss and Better Health 
Bastianich, Lidida  Lidia’s Italy in America 



Batali, Mario   Molto Batali: Simple Family Meals from my Home to Yours 
Belafonte, Harry  My Song: a Memoir 
Brokaw, Tom  Time of Our Lives: Past, Present, Promise 
Buchanan, Patrick J. Suicide of a Superpower: will America survive to 2025? 
Cannon, Dyan  Dear Cary: a Memoir  
Cheney, Richard  In My Time: a Personal and Political Memoir 
Cosby, Bill   I Didn’t Ask to be Born: But I’m Glad I Was 
Covey, Stephen  3rd Alternative: Solving Life’s Most Difficult Problems 
Deen, Paula   Paula Deen’s Southern Cooking Bible: the New Classic Guide 
Degeneres, Ellen  Seriously … I’m Kidding 
Didion, Joan  Blue Nights 
Evans, Linda  Recipes for Life: my Memories 
Flay, Bobby   Bobby Flay’s Bar Americain Cookbook: Celebrate America’s Great  

   Flavors 
Frank, Justin A.  Obama on the Couch: Inside the Mind of the President 
Friedman, Thomas L. That Used to be Us: How America fell Behind in the World we Invented  

   and How We can come Back 
Garner, James  Garner Files: a Memoir 
Greenblatt, Stephen Swerve: How the World Became Modern 
Gregory, Philippa  Women of the Cousins’ War: the Duchess, the Queen, and the King’s  

   Mother 
Groopman, Jerome E. Your Medical Mind: How to Decide what is Right for You 
Henderson, Florence Life is not a Stage: from Broadway Baby to a Lovely Lady and Beyond 
Hertzberg, Jeff  Artisan Pizza and Flatbread in Five Minutes a Day 
Katz, Jon   Going Home: Finding Peace when Pets Die 
Krasnow, Iris  Secret Lives of Wives: Women Share what it really takes to Stay Married  
Lehrer, Jim   Tension City: Inside the Presidential Debates, from Kennedy-Nixon to  

   McCain-Obama 
Lewis, Michael  Boomerang: Travels in the New Third World 
Lithgow, John  Drama: an Actor’s Education 
Lynch, Jane   Happy Accidents 
Macomber, Debbie  Debbie Macomber’s Christmas Cookbook: Favorite Recipes and Holiday  

   Traditions from my Home to Yours 
McGinniss, Joe  Rogue: Searching for the Real Sarah Palin 
Meyer, Joyce  Living beyond your Feelings: Controlling Emotions so they don’t Control  

   You 
Neely, Patrick  Neelys’ Celebration Cookbook: Down Home Meals for Every Occasion 
Oliver, Jamie  Jamie Oliver’s Meals in Minutes: a Revolutionary Approach to Cooking  

   Good Food Fast 
Orlean, Susan  Rin Tin Tin: the Life and the Legend 
Osteen, Joel   Every Day a Friday: How to be Happier 7 Days a Week 
Rice, Condoleezza  No Higher Honor: a Memoir of my Years in Washington 
Saslow, Eli   Ten Letters: the Stories Americans tell their Presidents 
Summer, Anthony  The Eleventh Day: The Full Story of 9/11 and Osama Bin Laden 
Suskind, Ron Confidence Men: Wall Street, Washington, and the Education of a   

   President 
Washington, Harriet Deadly Monopolies: the Shocking Corporate Takeover of Life Itself, and  

   the Consequences for your Health and our Medical Future 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Palm Beach County        For more information or assistance, 
Board of County Commissioners                                  call Books-By-Mail 
Shelley Vana, Chair                           from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Steven L. Abrams, Vice Chairman              Monday through Friday 
Karen T. Marcus                        (Greater West Palm Beach) 
Paulette Burdick                                561-649-5482                                                                                               
Burt Aaronson              (Toll-Free) 
Jess R. Santamaria              1-888-780-5151  
Priscilla A. Taylor 
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